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Commentary

Distilling a Materials Synthesis Ontology
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When reading a journal article describing the synthesis of a material, the key results are easily1

found: Was a new morphology achieved? Or has a functional performance barrier been broken?2

A quick skim, perhaps of the title alone, provides these answers. Yet, extracting the essence of the3

experimental synthesis method is far more difficult. There is no standardized structure for written4

methods sections, beyond the common practice of using past tense narratives with a passive voice.5

As we enter the age of accelerated materials screening, rapid first-principles computations, and6

massive structure-property databases, the rate-limiting step for materials development has become7

the discovery and validation of synthesis methods [1]. We should take steps to ensure that the8

community is not writing itself into a dead end.9

Despite the ever-expanding volume of published literature, data-driven materials science has10

been enabled largely by the proliferation of machine-readable, curated datasets. The synthesis of11

organic molecules, for example, has recently been predicted at human-level accuracy by algorithms12

trained on millions of historical reactions [2]. On the other hand, data-driven inorganic synthesis has13

yet to see AI-guided results analogous to that of Segler et al. [2], as no comprehensive database of14

codified inorganic synthesis has been created [1]. The vast majority of inorganic materials syntheses15

are recorded solely in the methods sections of journal articles, and our ability to harness this16

knowledge in its entirety is ultimately gated by the writing styles used in the research community.17

Efforts to text-mine materials science and chemistry literature have nonetheless made progress18

[1,3], but accurately codifying entire synthesis routes, using only the original written text as input, is19

still an unsolved problem. Machine-learning-guided inorganic synthesis, using algorithms trained20

on text-based data, has so far only been realized with the aid of manual data extraction [4]. To21

effectively search the vast space of materials synthesis methods, the community must re-evaluate22

how experimental methods are written and communicated, to facilitate reproducibility, clarity, and23

text-mining accessibility.24

But what is the current status quo for the writing of synthesis methods? Has the canonical25

writing style changed over time? Do researchers in different fields write with different styles? To26

shed light on these questions, we use previously-developed methods for text mining the literature [1]27

to measure the lexical complexity (i.e., normalized unique vocabulary size) of synthesis recipes with28

respect to material categories, the year of publication, and the number of times an article has been29

cited. We find that the lexical complexity of recipes is essentially invariant with respect to all these30

factors, as shown in Figure 1. Although new materials, synthesis methods, and lab equipment have31

proliferated over the decades, the fundamental vocabulary used for describing scientific experiments32

has remained static. This agrees with our anecdotal findings from annotating thousands of materials33

synthesis methods across hundreds of journals. It would appear that, in describing laboratory34

materials syntheses, implicit norms have resulted in a homogenized or prototypical writing style:35

“The precursors were purchased, the materials were mixed and heated, and finally the product was36

obtained.”37

Yet, few experimental methods describe materials synthesis in a clear, literal, and linear manner:38

comments on optimal equipment settings, observations about passive or observed events (such as39

color changes), and remarks on intermediate results (product yields, morphologies, chemistries, etc.)40

are ubiquitous and interwoven with actions taken by the researchers, such as heating or mixing.41

Experimental methods commonly introduce abridged, summarized, or non-linear procedures as well:42

“the above steps were repeated except the heating was performed at 500 ◦C.” A canonical style for43
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synthesis methods clearly exists, but it must often be distilled into a precise ontology by the reader44

using a surprisingly high level of inference.45
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Figure 1. Lexical complexity (average unique words per paragraph, normalized by number of
sentences) of various inorganic syntheses as reported in the literature. (A) Normalized lexicon sizes
for recipes from journal articles with "perovskite" in the title. (B) Normalized lexicon sizes for recipes
from journal articles with "nano" in the title. (C) Normalized lexicon sizes for recipes from journal
articles with "cathode" in the title. (D) Normalized lexicon sizes for recipes from all aforementioned
journal articles, plotted against the number of citations each article has received.

To further illustrate this point, we consider a hypothetical example motivated by materials46

science literature. Suppose the following two sentences are encountered in the experimental methods47

section of a journal article:48

The sample was prepared by a hydrothermal route using the precursors as received. The49

precursors were first dissolved in deionized water and then placed in a sealed autoclave50

at 200 ◦C for 10-12 h.51

While some key details of the synthesis are clear, such as the reaction temperature and the type of52

synthesis being performed, resolving the finer details of such a synthesis requires high-level inference53

which may be onerous for machine-driven approaches. Clarifying the nature of the ’the sample’54

may simply require scanning the article for a definition – and while this is easy for humans, this55

sort of distant co- or cross-referencing problem is comparatively challenging for machines, as the56

chance of finding false positives is high. This is particularly acute when trying to resolve the material57

being synthesized, as the full chemical specification of the target material is often not included58

in the methods section itself, having already been named in the abstract or introduction.Likewise,59

understanding the nature of ambiguous reaction conditions, such as “10-12 h,” often requires either60

domain knowledge or additional context from the article. Depending on the synthesis method, it may61

be that precise dwell times are unimportant to the result, or that various dwell times were reported62

(e.g., to make multiple samples). Finally, resolving the intent of lab actions often requires an internal63
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model of the physical world. This is trivial for human experts – provided that they have the requisite64

domain knowledge – but it is formidable task for a machine for infer that when a material is “placed65

in a sealed autoclave,” it is being heated under autogenous pressure.66

Given the level of prior knowledge needed to understand a synthesis route, is this style67

of scientific writing still deserving of the status quo in an age where scientific literature has an68

ever-expanding audience? Many scientists read and publish literature in English, regardless of69

whether or not it is their first language. Moreover, text-mining algorithms are increasingly being used70

to aggregate and understand experimental data at large scales [1,3]. If the ultimate goal of reporting71

experimental methods is to enhance transparency and reproducibility, then the community ought to72

strive for a writing style that maximizes comprehension for all readers, human and machine alike.73

A key step in improving the understanding, transferability, and communication of experimental74

methods is to impose a canonical ontology for materials synthesis. Following in the footsteps of the75

well-established Gene Ontology [5], a materials synthesis ontology should consist of a controlled76

vocabulary with restricted relations between concepts.77

In our proposed ontology, we consider a controlled vocabulary consisting of named entities:78

materials, operations (i.e., actions performed by experimenters), numbers, units, unit types (e.g.,79

temperature), apparatuses, descriptive words (e.g., powder), and reaction conditions. Some of these80

entity types may be linked to one another in a specific fashion: for example, amounts may only be81

linked to materials, and reaction conditions may only be linked to operations. The key detail in our82

ontology is that the “backbone” of a synthesis is a linked chain of in-lab operations. For example,83

a typical solid state synthesis route may contain the operations, “mix, grind, sinter, cool.” The84

structure of such an ontology implies that, at the highest level of abstraction, the critical information85

to communicate is the precise sequence of actions that an experimenter performed on the materials.86

Given the backbone of operations linked in a sequence, the rest of the synthesis route is87

hierarchically associated with the operations. Materials are linked to operations to denote which88

materials were acted upon in each experimental step. Detailed attributes of materials (e.g., amounts)89

and reaction conditions (e.g., temperatures) are linked to materials and operations, respectively, by90

connecting the appropriate numbers and units. Reaction conditions and apparatuses are linked91

directly to their relevant operations. An example of this ontology applied to a literature-excerpted92

synthesis route is shown in Figure 2. Additionally, we provide the full details for this ontology schema93

at www.synthesisproject.org.94

The application of a synthesis ontology across numerous journal articles aids in understanding95

patterns in the literature. The text-mined synthesis data used to produce Figure 1 also contains96

underlying operation sequences, where in-lab actions are sorted by the order of text appearance.97

We sort these operations into their most common subsequences by brute force calculation. Both98

“cathode” and “perovskite” syntheses contain ubiquitous operation subsequences such as “filter,99

wash, dry”. However, the “cathode” syntheses frequently contain the subsequence, “mix, coat,100

dry,” while the “perovskite” syntheses frequently contain “calcine, press, sinter.” These operation101

subsequences are characteristic of common synthesis methods relevant for each category of materials.102

While this ontology captures many details of written experimental methods, some types of103

information cannot be placed easily and unambiguously into this framework. Operations written in104

non-chronological order and cross-references to experimental conditions or materials across different105

paragraphs are among the most challenging pieces of data to canonicalize. Even with the assertion106

of a precise synthesis ontology, we are still left with significant challenges in annotating existing and107

future written experimental methods.108

What, then, is required of an ideal written experimental procedure? We have proposed that ideal109

synthesis methods should be written in a way to facilitate the rapid and unambiguous inference of110

well-defined synthesis ontologies. In other words, we argue that a written synthesis method should111

allow a reader (human or machine) to easily infer from a synthesis method details such as "heat,112

TiO2, 800 K, 2 h." This suggests immediate changes to the status quo for writing synthesis methods.113
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Figure 2. A prototypical annotated synthesis excerpt [6], demonstrating the application of our
synthesis ontology to a written experimental method. Colored blocks of text represent named entity
labels, and arrows denote relations between entities. Annotation of this text was performed using the
BRAT annotation software (brat.nlplab.org).

First, synthesis methods must avoid ambiguous entities, including materials and quantities and114

second, the canonical writing style for synthesis methods must be significantly restructured to better115

delineate individual events. Further, there must be a clear separation between the description of116

the methods and experimental observations, as the latter can be described within the results and117

discussion sections of an article.118

We first discuss the issue of ambiguous quantities. While all measurements have inherent119

uncertainty, the current body of literature is rife with unspecified synthesis conditions. For example,120

writing “8 hours” instead of “overnight” lessens the burden of readers’ inference. Critically, even121

if “8 hours” is an estimated value, writing the estimated value in the original synthesis method122

reduces inconsistent estimations on the parts of the readers (whereas “overnight” may be interpreted123

differently across readers).124

While this insistence on precise communication may seem cumbersome at first, it is critical for125

both improving reproducibility at scale, and also for accelerating the development of automated126

data-driven synthesis techniques. For example, robot-driven syntheses [7] require precise instruction127

sets with well-defined quantities. Additionally, aggregate data mining of reported synthesis128

parameters is only tractable for numerically-reported quantities - otherwise, data imputation must129

be performed by imposing assumptions across experimental methods.130

Similarly, all materials which are known to the researcher (i.e., their full chemical specifications131

are known) should be explicitly written out as such. For example, rather than referring to132

precursors or target materials with abbreviations, by sample names, or by generic material133

classes, full, standardized chemical names or formulas should be used for each material when134

available. Moreover, when multiple, chemically similar target materials are synthesized, the chemical135

specification for each should be written out, rather than abbreviated. For instance, if multiple metal136

diselenides were synthesized, a list of fully specified materials (TiSe2, MoSe2, and WSe2) should be137

favored over abbreviated forms of reporting (MSe2, M = Ti, Mo, W), despite the added length. Doing138

so relieves the reader, particularly machines, from having to accurately cross reference these mentions139

with their proper antecedents elsewhere in the article text. By mitigating this ambiguity, the likelihood140

of text extraction or experimental laboratory error may be commensurately reduced.141

Even if given an ideal synthesis method, with all numerical quantities clearly stated and no142

ambiguous phrases used, we would yet advocate for a significant restructuring of the writing143

style. The prototypical experimental methods section is written in past-tense, using passive voice,144

with an impartial tone to describe the steps carried out during an experiment. The synthesis145

section of a materials science article would never dictate, "Heat TiO2 at 800 K for 2 h," as if146

excerpted from a cookbook. However, based on our experience from text-mining millions of journal147
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articles and manually annotating thousands of materials synthesis methods, this “cookbook”-style148

language is exactly what is needed for machine-readability. Each “instruction” is presented as an149

imperative, present-tense sentence which states only the relevant details for the current synthesis150

action. Surprisingly, such a structure not only preserves the human-readability of a synthesis route,151

but improves it.152

Figure 3 shows an example synthesis method along with a restructured version in this new153

format. The Flesch-Kincaid grade level score [8], corresponding roughly to the US grade level154

education required to understand the text, is lowered substantially in the restructured version. By155

omitting complicated verb tenses, authors can avoid unnecessarily confusing readers. Moreover, the156

line-by-line segmentation of each synthesis action vastly reduces the complexity of text-mining, as157

each synthesis action is trivially found at the beginning of each new line, and any materials associated158

with an action appear within the same line.159

Beyond these simplifications for the reader, this imperative step-by-step style enforces a strict160

temporal order on the steps used during the synthesis of a material. The additional structure161

provided by this writing style may ultimately improve reproducibility for the community at large,162

as the experimenter is forced to write the explicit narrative of all actions that were done in the163

lab, similar to the recordings in lab notebooks. Moreover, a line-by-line structure for reporting164

experimental methods will vastly simplify the process of comparing across published synthesis165

routes. As an example, some inorganic compounds have seldom-synthesized metastable phases (e.g.,166

brookite titania) and the synthetic conditions that select for these phases are unclear. Canonicalized167

reporting of the experimental methods would vastly simplify the process of detecting outliers in168

future syntheses.169

In all the cases, the addition of the long chain ammonium bromide to 
a warm (80 °C) solution of oleic acid in octadecene (a noncoordinating 
solvent), was followed by the consecutive addition of methylammoni-
um bromide and PbBr2, and right after, addition of acetone induced 
the precipitation of a yellow solid from the solution. The methylam-
monium salt and the lead bromide had previously been dissolved in a 
small amount of dimethylformamide (DMF) to improve their solubility 
in the media. The total ammonium salt concentration was kept at 
0.045 M and a PbBr2 equimolar concentration was used.

1) Add long chain ammonium bromide to an 80 °C solution of oleic acid in 
octadecene.

2) Dissolve methylammonium bromide and PbBr2 in dimethylformamide 
(DMF).

3) Add solution from step 2 into solution from step 1 (0.045 M total ammoni-
um salt, equimolar PbBr2 concentration).

4) Add acetone.

5) Collect product.

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 14.9 Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 8.1

ORIGINAL RECIPE RESTRUCTURED RECIPE

Figure 3. An example plain-text synthesis recipe excerpt [9] and a restructured synthesis recipe
written in imperative present tense, along with each of their respective Flesch-Kincaid grade-level
scores [8].

Nevertheless, a stark shift in the way that experimental methods are written is bound to be170

met with resistance. But the status quo has failed us: there is undoubtedly a reproducibility crisis171

across nearly all fields of scientific research [10]. Asserting a synthesis ontology and actively changing172

writing styles are necessary short-term efforts in order to improve the cohesiveness of these fields.173

It is a tall order to suggest a departure from a canonical writing style that has persisted for174

decades. Nonetheless, we believe that the time for improving the communication of materials175

synthesis methods is now. Major journals have already begun to prioritize a focus on methods176

writing [11], and machine-guided synthesis has recently become a physical reality [7]. Closing the177

gap between human-readable and machine-readable methods will extend the impact of the insights178

contained in each published synthesis method and contribute towards a global body of unified179

materials synthesis knowledge.180
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